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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates generally to containers
and fluid withdrawing assemblies for liquids, such as liq-
uid cleaners and the like. More particularly, the present
invention relates generally to bottles having an integral
supply tube formed therein. In particular, the present in-
vention relates to the connection of a trigger sprayer to
a bottte with a snap-on fitment and connection an integral
supply tube or dip tube.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] Trigger sprayers are those types of sprayers
that can be held in a single hand of the user and operated
by the fingers of the user’s hand to pump fluid from a
container connected to the trigger sprayer. A prior art
trigger sprayer typically includes a sprayer housing that
contains a pump chamber and piston, and a sprayer fluid
supply passageway that fluidly communicates a fluid inlet
opening (sometimes also referred to as a "connector ap-
erture") with the pump chamber. The trigger sprayer fur-
ther includes a finger operated trigger that actuates the
pump piston. The manually manipulated trigger is mount-
ed on the sprayer housing for pivoting movement by the
fingers of the user’s hand, the trigger being operatively
connected to the pump piston of the trigger sprayer Man-
ual manipulation of the trigger operates the pump, which
draws fluid from the container connected to the trigger
sprayer and dispenses the fluid from the sprayer housing.
A fluid discharge passageway fluidly communicates the
pump chamber with a sprayer fluid outlet that discharges
fluid from the sprayer housing upon actuation of the pump
piston. Finally, a nozzle assembly is often connected to
the sprayer housing at the sprayer fluid outlet opening.
[0003] Various types of nozzle assemblies are known.
A typical nozzle assembly is adjustable to provide differ-
ent discharge patterns of the fluid dispensed from the
sprayer housing. For example, the fluid can be dispensed
in a stream or spray pattern, or as a foam.
[0004] A sprayer connector, adapted to secure the
sprayer housing to the fluid container, is typically inte-
grally formed with or otherwise coupled to the sprayer
housing. As noted above, the sprayer connector includes
a connector aperture therethrough that forms the inlet
opening of the fluid supply passageway to the pump
chamber of the sprayer housing. A dip tube is often seal-
ingly coupled to the connector aperture. The dip tube
extends through a neck of the container and into fluid
contents of the container. The dip tube fluidly communi-
cates the container with the fluid supply passageway of
the sprayer housing.
[0005] Sprayer connectors with conventional dip tubes
present problems. Warped dip tubes are currently a ma-

jor problem in the pump/bottle assemblies with a resultant
undesired amount of scrap. The elimination of the con-
ventional dip tube may eliminate this major problem. By
eliminating the conventional dip tube, the problem of the
dip tube otherwise becoming separated from the pump
is no longer an issue. Further, when the container is of
the refillable type and the pump is to be removed from
the container, with the elimination of the dip tube, there
is no column of fluid remaining with the pump that can
dribble during refill as may otherwise occur in containers
with conventional dip tubes.
[0006] U.S. Patent Number 4,863,071 discloses a
pump and container assembly which includes a dip tube
which is carried by the pump and extends through a cus-
tomary circular cross sectional mouth of the container.
The container includes an offset supply tube for carrying
the liquid from the integral dip tube to the pump assembly.
Furthermore, the pump assembly may be attached to the
bottle via a screw cap, thereby requiring the offset supply
tube to be properly aligned with the integral dip tube prior
to screwing the cap to attach the pump assembly to the
bottle. To assist in this alignment, an upstanding projec-
tion may be formed in the container to prevent twisting
of the pump assembly relative to the container when the
screw cap is tightened. The requirements of an upstand-
ing projection and offset supply tube may result in addi-
tional manufacturing cost. Without such an upstanding
projection, the torque of tightening the screw cap onto
the bottle may misalign the integral dip tube from the
offset supply tube.
[0007] As discussed above, many prior art trigger
sprayers, including those useful with bottles having inte-
gral dip tubes, are connected to their containers by an
internally threaded sprayer connector. To firmly secure
the trigger sprayer on the container neck, the sprayer
connector is positioned on the container neck and rotat-
ed. Complementary screw threading provided on the in-
ner surface of the cap and the outer surface of the con-
tainer neck securely attaches the trigger sprayer to the
container. These containers require a two-step process
for attaching the trigger sprayer to the container neck -
a first step of aligning the dip tube with the trigger sprayer
and a second step of screwing the trigger sprayer onto
the container neck to form a seal.
[0008] Alternatively, many trigger sprayers are con-
nected to a container with a bayonet sprayer connector,
such as disclosed in U.S. Patent 7,478,739, and incor-
porated in its entirety herein. Bayonet sprayer connectors
are advantageously used where a trigger sprayer is con-
nected to a container neck by a machine in an assembly
line. Bayonet sprayer connectors of the prior art may be
the well known "snap fit" type sprayer connectors that
firmly attach the trigger sprayer on the container neck by
merely positioning the sprayer housing above and in
alignment with the container and, with the dip tube in-
serted through the open top of the container, pushing the
trigger sprayer down on the container. Bayonet sprayer
connectors typically use a standard dip tube, depending
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from the sprayer connector. Thus, the problems associ-
ated with standard dip tubes, as discussed above, may
apply to the typical bayonet sprayer connectors currently
in use.
[0009] Several prior art bayonet sprayer connectors
are connected to complementary container necks by ro-
tating the connector just a fraction of one complete rev-
olution relative to the container neck. These types of bay-
onet sprayer connectors have two different movements
to attach the sprayer connector on a container neck. The
sprayer connector must be moved in a linear direction
onto the container neck while also being rotated relative
to the container neck. For bayonet connectors the rota-
tion of the sprayer connector relative to the container
neck after alignment of the supply tube with the integral
dip tube could create problems in maintaining that align-
ment and connection with the integral dip tube.
[0010] Accordingly, what is needed is a bottle, with an
integral dip tube, having a trigger or pump assembly that
attaches to the bottle without the alignment issues of prior
art trigger sprayers.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] According to the present invention, a fluid dis-
pensing container is provided as claimed in claim 1.
[0012] The use of the bottle of the present invention,
from a consumer perspective, would not differ from the
use of any conventional trigger or pump bottle known in
the art. The user would simply activate the fluid dispens-
ing mechanism to dispense fluid from the bottle.
[0013] In one embodiment, the bottle may include a
snap-fit fluid dispensing mechanism, such as a pump or
a trigger sprayer, for dispensing fluid from the coatainer.
By using a snap-fit mechanism instead of a screw-type
mechanism, alignment and sealing attachment of the
mechanism to the container may be achieved in a single
motion. This is in contrast to the prior art screw-type
mechanisms, where attachment of the mechanism, to
the container includes at least a first motion of alignment,
which includes maintaining this alignment throughout a
second motion of rotation to tighten the mechanism on
the container to form a seal.
[0014] The snap-fit fluid dispensing mechanism of the
present invention may have alignment means, such as
tabs and slots, to fit the trigger over the opening of the
container so as to align the integral dip tube of the con-
tainer with the fluid supply into the trigger or pump mech-
anism. In one embodiment, the trigger or pump mecha-
nism may be designed such that the integral dip tube of
the container may directly align with the fluid supply into
the trigger or pump mechanism, without the need for an
offset tube to fluidly connect the trigger or pump mech-
anism with the integral dip tube.
[0015] In yet another embodiment of the present in-
vention, the snap-fit fluid dispensing mechanism may be
a removable snap-fit mechanism, allowing the user to
refill and reuse the bottle. In another embodiment of the

present invention, the snap-fit mechanism may be a non-
removable snap-fit mechanism. In a further embodiment,
the snap-fit mechanism may be either a removable or
non-removable snap-fit mechanism having a refill chan-
nel provided therethrough.
[0016] The fluid dispensing container comprises a bot-
tle having a front side surface, a back side surface, a
bottom, a neck top, a bottle fitment below the neck top,
and an interior volume, wherein a dip tube is integrally
formed exterior to the front side surface, separated from
the front side surface by a partition, and fluidly connected
to the interior volume at the bottom and fluidly connected
to the interior volume at a landing below the neck top;
and a snap-fit dispensing mechanism attached to the bot-
tle neck by a snap-fit fitting and fluidly connected to the
dip tube at the landing, wherein the fluid dispensing
mechanism includes a supply line directly connecting
with the integral dip tube when the fluid dispensing mech-
anism is attached to the bottle; wherein the distance be-
tween the neck top and the landing is equal to or greater
than the bottle fitment length.
[0017] Further features and advantages of the present
invention will become apparent to those of ordinary skill
in the art in view of the detailed description of embodi-
ments below, when considered together with the at-
tached drawings and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The foregoing aspects and others will be readily
appreciated by the skilled artisan from the following de-
scription of illustrative embodiments when read in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 shows a side view of a bottle having an integral
dip tube in accordance with an embodiment of the
present invention;

FIG. 2A shows a plan view of the bottle of FIG. 1
taken along line 3-3 of FIG. 1;

FIG. 2B shows a plan view of the bottle of FIG. 1
taken along line 5-5 of FIG. 1;

FIG. 2C shows a plan view of the bottle of FIG. 1
taken along line 7-7 of FIG. 1;

FIG. 3 shows an exploded cross-sectional view of a
fluid dispensing mechanism having a forward trigger
mechanism, according to the present invention;

FIG. 4A shows a cross-sectional view of a fluid dis-
pensing mechanism having an integral dip tube,
present only to assist in the understanding of the
present invention;

FIG. 4B shows a plan view of the bottle of FIG. 4A
taken along line I-I of FIG. 4A;
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FIG. 5 shows a cross-sectional view of a fluid dis-
pensing mechanism and bottle, according to the
present invention;

FIG. 6 shows a cross-scctional view of a fluid dis-
pensing mechanism and bottle, according to the
present invention;

FIG. 7 shows a pump mechanism of the prior art.

FIG. 8 shows a cross-sectional view of a fluid dis-
pensing mechanism and bottle, according to the
present invention;

FIG. 9 shows a cross-sectional view of a fluid dis-
pensing mechanism and bottle, according to the
present invention;

FIG. 10 shows a perspective view of fluid dispensing
mechanism and bottle, according to the present in-
vention; and

FIG. 11 shows a perspective view of a fluid dispens-
ing mechanism and bottle, according to the present
invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] Reference will now be made to the drawings
wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout. For
case of description, the components of this invention are
described in the normal (upright) operating position, and
terms such as upper, lower, horizontal, etc., are used
with reference to this position. It will be understood, how-
ever, that the components embodying this invention may
be manufactured, stored, transported, used, and sold in
an orientation other than the position described.
[0020] Figures illustrating the components of this in-
vention show some conventional mechanical elements
that are known and that will be recognized by one skilled
in the art. The detailed descriptions of such elements are
not necessary to an understanding of the invention, and
accordingly, are herein presented only to the degree nec-
essary to facilitate an understanding of the novel features
of the present invention.
[0021] All publications, patents and patent applications
cited herein, whether supra or infra, are hereby incorpo-
rated by reference in their entirety to the same extent as
if each individual publication, patent or patent application
was specifically and individually indicated to be incorpo-
rated by reference.
[0022] As used herein and in the claims, the term "com-
prising" is inclusive or open-ended and does not exclude
additional unrecited elements, compositional compo-
nents, or method steps. Accordingly, the term "compris-
ing" encompasses the more restrictive terms "consisting
essentially of" and "consisting of".
[0023] It must be noted that, as used in this specifica-

tion and the appended claims, the singular forms "a,"
’"an" and "the" include plural referents unless the content
clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference
to a "surfactant" includes two or more such surfactants.
[0024] Unless defined otherwise, all technical and sci-
entific terms used herein have the same meaning has
commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art
to which the invention pertains. Although a number of
methods and materials similar or equivalent to those de-
scribed herein can be used in the practice of the present
invention, the preferred materials and methods are de-
scribed herein.
[0025] The term "bottle", as used herein, is meant to
mean and include any container for holding a fluid. A
bottle may be made of any suitable material, depending
upon the product therein. For example, a bottle may be
made of plastic.
[0026] The term "integral dip tube", as used herein, is
meant to mean and include any channel formed integrally
along the structure of a bottle that may carry the fluid
present in the bottle. An integral dip tube may be a chan-
nel formed in a bottle running from near a top opening in
the bottle, along a side wall of the bottle, and ending near
the bottom interior of the bottle.
[0027] Broadly, the present invention provides a bottle
and fluid withdrawing assembly for liquids, such as liquid
cleaners and the like. The bottle has an integral dip tube
formed therein, fluidly connecting the bottom, front inside
of the bottle with a connection point near the top opening
of the bottle. A fluid dispensing mechanism, such as a
pump or trigger-sprayer, may be attached to the top of
the bottle to take fluid up through the integral dip tube
and dispense the fluid accordingly, where the fluid is
sprayed from the trigger above the front side of the bottle.
The fluid dispensing mechanism may be aligned to allow
a direct connection between the integral dip tube and the
fluid dispensing mechanism. The fluid dispensing mech-
anism may be attached to the bottle with a snap-fit con-
nection.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a side view
of an exemplary bottle 10 in accordance with the present
invention. The bottle 10 may include an integral dip tube
12 formed as a channel along the front side wall 14 of
the bottle. The integral dip tube 12 may extend along the
front side wall 14 from a dip tube top opening 13 at a
landing 17 below the bottle top opening 16 of the bottle
10 to a dip tube bottom opening 15 near the bottom 18
of the bottle 10. The integral dip tube 12 may stop a dis-
tance 20 from the bottom 18 of the bottle 10 so as to be
in fluid communication with an inside 22 of the bottle 10.
The distance 20 may be selected so that a bottom end
24 of the integral dip tube 12 is far enough from the bottom
18 such that fluid in the bottle may be taken up through
the integral dip tube 12. The distance 20 may be further
selected so that the bottom end 24 is not too far from the
bottom 18 of the bottle 10 such that there may remain
fluid in the bottle 10 that is unable to be taken up through
the integral dip tube 12. Typically, the distance 20 may
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be from about 0.5 to about 3 times a diameter 26 of the
integral dip tube 12 (Fig. 3).
[0029] FIG. 2A is a plan view of the bottle taken gen-
erally along the line 3-3 of FIG. 1, showing the neck top
32 and the bottle top opening 16. FIG. 2B is a plan view
of the bottle taken generally along the line 5-5 of FIG. 1,
showing the dip tube top opening 13, the landing 17, and
the bottle side wall 34. The landing is funnel shaped,
instead of flat, with one or both sides of the landing slant-
ing inward towards the dip tube top opening 13. This fa-
cilitates high speed assembly of the bottle and the trigger
dispensing mechanism. FIG. 2C is a plan view of the
bottle taken generally along the line 7-7 of FIG. 1, show-
ing the dip tube 12, the dip tube channel 36 and the bottle
side wall 34. The distance between the neck top 32 and
the landing 17 can be equal to the bottle fitment length
38, or equal to or greater than the bottle fitment length
38 or can be from 1 to 5 times the bottle fitment length
38, or from 2 to 4 times the bottle fitment length.
[0030] In one embodiment, als is shown in cross-sec-
tional view in FIG. 3, the trigger dispensing mechanism
40 having a exit port 42, a snap-fit bottle connector 44
and a flexible fluid connector tube 46 can be attached
the integral dip tube top opening 13 at the landing 17 of
the bottle 10. In this configuration, the front side wall 14
in which the integral dip tube 12 is formed may face in
the same direction as the trigger dispensing mechanism
exit port 42. This configuration may be especially useful
when the fluid from the bottle 10 is expelled therefrom
by pointing the trigger downward. In this downward point-
ing configuration, a small amount of fluid may pool at the
intersection of the side wall 14 and the bottom 18, thereby
allowing even this small amount of fluid to be drawn up
the integral dip tube 12. The bottom back side 19 of the
bottle 10 will collect air by pointing the trigger in a down-
ward direction. While the present invention has been and
is further described by having a side wall in which the
integral dip tube 12 is formed facing the same direction
in which the trigger points, other configurations may also
be useful. For example, for a bottle that is typically used
by pointing the trigger upwards, the integral dip tube 12
may be formed at a side wall that faces opposite to the
direction of expulsion of spray from a trigger attached to
the bottle (not shown).
[0031] The integral dip tube 12 may be completely sep-
arated from the sidewall 14 on the exterior of the bottle
10 as in FIG. 1 or there may be a partition wall 48 between
the integral dip tube 12 and the bottle sidewall 14 as
shown in FIG. 3. It is preferable that the integral dip tube
be separated from the front side surface by a partition,
since this combination provides increase stiffness to the
bottle allowing lighter weight to meet the same load re-
quirements. In FIG. 4A, the integral dip tube 12 is on the
interior of the bottle sidewall 14 with a dip tube top open-
ing 13 and a landing 17. A cross-sectional view in FIG.
4B shows that the integral dip tube 12 is on the bottle
inside 22.
[0032] Regardless of the mechanism of connection be-

tween the bottle 10 and the trigger dispensing mecha-
nism 40, the trigger dispensing mechanism 40 of FIG. 5
may have a trigger supply line 50 centrally located about
the center axis of the bottle top opening 16. The trigger
supply line 50 is fluidly connected to a rotatable connector
52 which can be aligned with the landing 17 and the open-
ing 13 of the integral dip tube 12. The rotatable connector
52 can be supported by a connector support insert 54 in
the trigger understructure 56 as in FIG. 5 or the rotatable
connector can be held in place by a support disk 58 that
snaps into the trigger understructure 56, as in FIG. 6.
When the fitment is a bayonet fitment that requires a ro-
tation to lock the fitment, the rotatable connector allows
continued alignment with the dip tube as the bayonet
fitment is rotated.
[0033] The trigger dispensing mechanism 40 may be
any conventional device, which may be designed to have
a standard trigger mechanism, for drawing fluid from a
bottle up a dip tube and expelling the fluid outside of the
bottle. One example of a trigger-operated sprayer may
be as disclosed in U.S. Patent Number 5,794,822, herein
incorporated by reference. The present invention may
additionally include a pump mechanism, for example as
shown in FIG. 7, and described in U.S. Patent 6,6441,516
to Foster et al., and incorporated by reference herein.
Furthermore, the present invention includes any fluid dis-
pensing mechanism that may be attached through a
snap-fit connection to a bottle with an integral dip tube.
In addition, the present invention, in certain embodiments
thereof, may not be limited to any particular means for
attaching the fluid dispensing mechanism to the bottle.
[0034] Similar to the embodiments of FIGs. 5 and 6,
the embodiment shown in FIG. 8 has the trigger supply
line 50 offset from center but in the back of the trigger
dispensing mechanism 40, thereby requiring a connector
80 between the trigger supply line 50 and the Integral dip
tube opening 13 and landing 17 when the trigger dispens-
ing mechanism 40 is snap-fit onto the bottle 10. Unlike
prior art designs, which suggest a rigid connection be-
tween the trigger supply line 50 and the dip tube 12, the
combination of an offset trigger supply line 50 and a snap-
fit connection 82 requiring rotation to lock requires that
the connector 80 must be flexible in order to stay aligned
with both the trigger supply line 50 and the dip tube 12.
It also requires that the dip tube opening 13 be located
below the bottle top opening 16. The landing 17 also
helps maintain alignment. While the connector 80 must
be flexible to rotation, the connector 80 must also main-
tain its shape in a vertical direction. As shown in the em-
bodiment in FIG. 9, this can be facilitated by a support
disk 86 that can be snap-fit into trigger understructure 56.
[0035] The trigger dispensing mechanism may be at-
tached to the bottle by any typical means. Referring now
to FIG. 10, there is shown a further example of a bottle
10 having an integral dip tube 12 and a bayonet neck
fitment 90. Bayonet-type fitments, such as those dis-
closed in, for example, U.S. Patent Number 6,138,873
and U.S. Patent Number 6,226,068, may be useful in the
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present invention for attaching the trigger dispensing
mechanism 40 with the bottle 10. One example of a snap-
fit mechanism that may be useful in the present invention
is described in commonly owned U.S. Patent Application
Number 12/142,090, herein incorporated by reference.
In one embodiment, the trigger dispensing mechanism
40 may be snap-fit connected to the top opening 16 of
the bottle 10 such that it is non-removable, as shown in
FIG. 9. Alternatively, the trigger dispensing mechanism
40 may be attached to the bottle 10 having a threaded
fitment 96 by a threaded connection as shown in FIG 11.
[0036] The above described examples of embodi-
ments of the present invention may impart several ad-
vantages over conventional dispensers presently being
sold. The use of a snap-fit fluid dispensing mechanism
may provide, once the fluid dispensing mechanism is
aligned with the bottle, for alignment of the trigger supply
line with the integral dip tube as well as attachment and
sealing of the fluid dispensing mechanism with the bottle,
with a single motion, Conventional bottles with integral
dip tubes have screw caps that require a user to first align
the fluid dispensing mechanism with the dip tube and
then twist the cap to provide a seal. These conventional
bottles also require the user to maintain the alignment of
the dip tube with the fluid dispensing mechanism while
the screw cap is tightened onto the bottle. In conventional
bottles, the alignment of the dip tube with the fluid dis-
pensing mechanism may be lost due to the torque applied
to the screw cap. The snap-fit fluid dispensing mecha-
nism of the present invention, when applied to a bottle
having an integral dip tube, may be simply snapped in
place, without the need to apply torque to the cap to seal
the cap, as is required with conventional screw caps.
[0037] Moreover, these conventional bottles require a
means to move the fluid from the side of the open top
part of the bottle (where the integral dip tube is located),
to a central portion of the trigger mechanism. With the
use of a forward trigger mechanism according to the
present invention, as described above, this fluid moving
means otherwise required by conventional bottles may
be avoided.
[0038] This invention has been described herein in de-
tail to provide those skilled in the art with information rel-
evant to apply the novel principles and to construct and
use such specialized components as are required. How-
ever, it is to be understood that the invention can be car-
ried out by different equipment, materials and devices,
and that various modifications, both as to the equipment
and operating procedures, can be accomplished without
departing from the scope of the invention itself.

Claims

1. A fluid dispensing container comprising:

a bottle (10) having a front side surface (14), a
back side surface (19), a bottom (18), a neck

top (16), a bottle fitment below the neck top (16),
and an interior volume (22), wherein a dip tube
(12) is integrally formed exterior to the front side
surface (14), separated from the front side sur-
face (14) by a partition (48), and fluidly connect-
ed to the interior volume (22) at the bottom;
characterized in that:

the dip tube (12) is fluidly connected to the
interior volume (22) at a landing (17) below
the neck top (16); and
the container further comprising a snap-fit
fluid dispensing mechanism (40) attached
to the bottle neck by a snap-fit fitting (44)
and fluidly connected to the dip tube (12) at
the landing (17), wherein the fluid dispens-
ing mechanism includes (i) a supply line (50)
directly connecting with the integral dip tube
(12) when the fluid dispensing mechanism
(40) is attached to the bottle (10); and (ii) a
spring operated reciprocating pump that
discharges fluid by movement of a piston
head; and
wherein the distance between the neck top
(16) and the landing (17) is equal to or great-
er than the bottle fitment length (38).

2. The fluid dispensing container of claim 1, wherein
the landing (17) is funnel shaped, instead of flat, with
one or both sides of the landing (17) slanting inward
towards a dip tube top opening (13).

3. The fluid dispensing container of claim 1, wherein
the snap-fit attachment (44) is a bayonet-type attach-
ment (90).

4. The fluid dispensing container of claim 1, wherein
the snap-fit attachment (44) is a non-removable
snap-fit attachment.

5. A fluid dispensing container as claimed in claim 2
wherein:

the dip tube top opening (13) being spaced in-
wardly from an outer perimeter edge of the bottle
neck top (16) as seen from top plan view and
being radially offset from an axial center of the
bottle neck top (16); and
a snap-fit fluid dispensing mechanism (40) being
formed as
a snap-fit trigger dispensing mechanism.

6. The fluid dispensing container of claim 5, wherein
the supply line directly aligns with the integral dip
tube (12) when the snap-fit trigger dispensing mech-
anism (40) is attached to the bottle (10).
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Patentansprüche

1. Fluiddosierbehälter, aufweisend:

eine Flasche (10) mit einer Vorderseitenoberflä-
che (14), einer Rückseitenoberfläche (19), ei-
nem Boden (18), einer Hals-oberseite (16), ei-
ner Flaschenbefestigungseinrichtung unter der
Halsoberseite (16) und einem Innenvolumen
(22), wobei ein Tauchrohr (12) integriert außer-
halb der Vorderseitenoberfläche (14), von der
Vorderseitenoberfläche (14) durch eine Trenn-
wand (48) getrennt, und fluidmäßig mit dem In-
nenvolumen (22) verbunden an dem Boden
ausgebildet ist;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

das Tauchrohr (12) fluidmäßig mit dem In-
nenvolumen (22) an einem Absatz (17) un-
terhalb der Halsoberseite (16) verbunden
ist; und
der Behälter ferner einen Aufschnapp-Flu-
iddosiermechanismus (40) aufweist, der an
dem Flaschenhals durch ein Aufschnapp-
Anschlusselement (44) angebracht und flu-
idmäßig mit dem Tauchrohr (12) an dem Ab-
satz (17) verbunden ist, wobei der Fluiddo-
siermechanismus enthält: (i) eine Zufüh-
rungsleitung (50), die eine direkte Verbin-
dung zu dem integrierten Tauchrohr (12)
herstellt, wenn der Fluiddosiermechanis-
mus (40) an der Flasche (10) befestigt ist;
und (ii) eine federbetriebene Hubkolben-
pumpe, die Fluid durch die Bewegung eines
Kolbenkopfes ausgibt; und
wobei der Abstand zwischen der Halsober-
seite (16) und dem Absatz (17) gleich oder
größer als die Länge (38) der Flaschenbe-
festigungseinrichtung ist.

2. Fluiddosierbehälter nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Ab-
satz (17) trichterförmig statt eben ist, wobei eine oder
beide Seiten des Absatzes (17) sich nach innen zu
einer oberen Öffnung (13) des Tauchrohres hin nei-
gen.

3. Fluiddosierbehälter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Schnappsitzbefestigung (44) eine Bajonett-artige
Befestigung (90) ist.

4. Fluiddosierbehälter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Schnappsitzbefestigung (44) eine nicht-ablösbare
Schnappsitzbefestigung ist.

5. Fluiddosierbehälter nach Anspruch 2, wobei:

die obere Öffnung (13) des Tauchrohres von ei-
nem Außenumfangsrand der Oberseite (16) des

Flaschenhalses in Draufsicht nach innen beab-
standet und radial gegenüber einem axialen Mit-
telpunkt der Oberseite (16) des Flaschenhalses
versetzt ist; und
ein Schnappsitz-Fluiddosiermechanismus (40)
als ein Schnappsitz-Auslöserdosiermechanis-
mus ausgebildet ist.

6. Fluiddosierbehälter nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Zu-
führungsleitung direkt zu dem integrierten Tauchrohr
(12) ausgerichtet ist, wenn der Schnappsitz-Auslö-
serdosiermechanismus (40) an der Flasche (10) be-
festigt ist.

Revendications

1. Récipient de distribution de fluide comprenant :

une bouteille (10) ayant une surface latérale
avant (14), une surface latérale arrière (19), un
fond (18), une partie supérieure de goulot (16),
un accessoire de bouteille sous la partie supé-
rieure de goulot (16), et un volume intérieur (22),
dans lequel un tube d’immersion (12) est inté-
gralement formé à l’extérieur de la surface laté-
rale avant (14), séparée de la surface latérale
avant (14) par une séparation (48) et connectée
de manière fluidique au volume intérieur (22)
dans le fond ;
caractérisé en ce que :

le tube d’immersion (12) est raccordé de
manière fluidique au volume intérieur (22)
à un palier (17) sous la partie supérieure de
goulot (16) ; et
le récipient comprenant en outre un méca-
nisme de distribution de fluide à pression
(40) fixé au goulot de la bouteille par un rac-
cord à pression (44) et raccordé de manière
fluidique au tube d’immersion (12) au ni-
veau du palier (17), dans lequel le mécanis-
me de distribution de fluide comprend (i) un
conduit d’alimentation (50) se raccordant di-
rectement avec le tube d’immersion intégral
(12) quand le mécanisme de distribution de
fluide (40) est fixé à la bouteille (10) ; et(ii)
un pompe à mouvement alternatif, action-
née par ressort, qui décharge le fluide par
le mouvement d’une tête de piston ; et
dans lequel la distance entre la partie su-
périeure de goulot (16) et le palier (17) est
égale ou supérieure à la longueur de l’ac-
cessoire de bouteille (38).

2. Récipient de distribution de fluide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel le palier (17) est en forme d’en-
tonnoir, plutôt que d’être plat, un ou deux côtés du
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palier (17) étant inclinés vers l’intérieur, vers une
ouverture supérieure de tube d’immersion (13).

3. Récipient de distribution de fluide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel la fixation à pression (44) est
une fixation de type à baïonnette (90).

4. Récipient de distribution de fluide selon la revendi-
cation 1, dans lequel la fixation à pression (44) est
une fixation à pression non amovible.

5. Récipient de distribution de fluide selon la revendi-
cation 2 dans lequel :

l’ouverture supérieure de tube d’immersion (13)
est espacée vers l’intérieur depuis un bord pé-
rimétrique extérieur de la partie supérieure de
goulot de bouteille (16), comme on le voit sur la
vue en plan supérieure et radialement décalée
par rapport à un centre axial de la partie supé-
rieure de goulot de bouteille (16) ; et
un mécanisme de distribution de fluide à pres-
sion (40) formée comme
un mécanisme de distribution à déclencheur à
pression.

6. Récipient de distribution de fluide selon la revendi-
cation 5, dans lequel la conduite d’alimentation s’ali-
gne directement au tube d’immersion intégral (12)
quand le mécanisme de distribution de déclencheur
à pression (40) est fixé à la bouteille (10).
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